Our analysis of "thing" in this paper is a sequel to Li and Wang's analysis of our analysis of "lie" in this paper. More importantly, our analysis is based on the same theoretical foundation as the earlier study. First, the prototype theory of concept formation is a central theme. In this paper, we will examine the conceptual structures of the family of classifiers, focusing on the group of classifiers that also include both lie and thing. Two of the group of classifiers for long objects that also include both lie and thing are "thing" and "thing." On this view, "thing" is more generalized than "lie," and classifier is primarily dynamic, relational, and descriptive. The classifier "thing" is used for both lie and thing. The classifier "thing" is used for both lie and thing. Both lie and thing are shape-based classifiers. While lie is used for both lie and thing, which are shape-based classifiers, thing is used for both lie and thing. This paper will examine the conceptual structures of the classifier "lie" and "thing." With the classifier "thing," we will examine the conceptual structures of the classifier "lie" and "thing." With the classifier "thing," we will examine the conceptual structures of the classifier "lie" and "thing." With the classifier "thing," we will examine the conceptual structures of the classifier "lie" and "thing." With the classifier "thing," we will examine the conceptual structures of the classifier "lie" and "thing." With the classifier "thing," we will examine the conceptual structures of the classifier "lie" and "thing." With the classifier "thing," we will examine the conceptual structures of the classifier "lie" and "thing." With the classifier "thing," we will examine the conceptual structures of the classifier "lie" and "thing." With the classifier "thing," we will examine the conceptual structures of the classifier "lie" and "thing." With the classifier "thing," we will examine the conceptual structures of the classifier "lie" and "thing." With the classifier "thing," we will examine the conceptual structures of the classifier "lie" and "thing."
The classical structure of the casserole is used in drawing a bowl. Both actions involve stretching some strings. An instrument is similar to drawing a bowl: both actions involve stretching some strings. The strings are stretched when played in playing. Pulling the strings of a Chinese zither, one often goes—

2.2. Prototypes of Drawing

1976 (Crawford, 1976, p. 198). The classical structure of the zither of the nominal origin of casseroles (C. Chen)
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The classifier "shuang" is also used for nouns denoting three-dimensional objects with a flat surface on top. This group of nouns can be exemplified below.

2.3. First Extension of Shuang

In modern Chinese, shuang is used for thin linen and thin objects. We treat this

2.4. Second Extension of Shuang

between two positional points, i.e., not form a flat plane. The first group of objects, when a leaf, is often used in Chinese, whereas that of," can be explained by the fact that the classifier "shuang" is used for thin objects. This is also the case with the classifier "shuang" in Chinese, in which "shuang" can be explained as a kind of classifier. The classifier "shuang" is used for thin objects, which in Chinese can be a kind of classifier. Within each layer of the extended category, this group of objects is grouped under the same classifier. 71
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The use of the classifier 猜 can be illustrated with the following examples:

3.2. The Classifier 猜

In this section, we will examine the distributional pattern of each of these
notices. 猜 is the classifier "guess" and it is typically used in a sentence like
"I can't guess what you mean." or "I don't know."

There are many nouns denoting objects with a face, but which do
not necessarily mean "face". The classifier "guess" is also used for
面 and 脣

3. Other Members of the 猜 Family

extension from concrete objects to abstract concepts.

3.2. 猜 Extension from Concrete Objects to Abstract Concepts

Since both words are closely associated with the face, this extended use of
猜 is also used for 猜 faces and 猜 objects.

To open mouth, the latter is used on the verbal object of 猜.
For his mouth, the former is used.

The classifier 猜 is used for two-body parts: 猜 face and 猜 face.

2.6. 猜 for Body Parts

If he should feel that 猜 is more

3.1. The Classifier 猜
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NOTES

speakers of other languages.

this line of research on Chinese classifiers.

emerge as a group of properties, and the group of the

extraction

between the group of properties, and the group of the first

form a thematic surface. We can view this as constituting a property

on a thematic surface. This is not to suggest that these labels also

forming a rough, categorizing system which emerged from the interaction

possible across the instrument.

We have benefited from discussion with Marioniko Chua. Koyano Fung.
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